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Abstract

Domain logic is typically expressed in natural language before a model is developed. Standardization of domains and their associated components is being undertaken by the Object Management Group (OMG)\(^4\). To facilitate the MDA approach to be used in practice, automated tools are needed to develop the domain specifications from their requirements in natural language as well as to enable transformation from PIMs into PSMs. Furthermore, if MDA is to be used for constructing distributed real-time embedded (DRE) software systems, then the models must consider not only functional aspects of domain logic, but also non-functional properties, such as Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements (e.g., latency and bandwidth requirements on a distributed video streaming system [23]). QoS attributes are not currently considered in the MDA framework.

UniFrame [31] is an approach for assembling heterogeneous distributed components, developed according to MDA principles, into a distributed software system with strict QoS requirements. Components are deployed on a network with an associated requirements specification, expressed as a Unified Meta-component Model (UMM) [30] in the Two-Level Grammar (TLG) specification language [4]. The UMM is integrated with generative domain models and generative rules for system assembly [10], which may be automatically translated into an implementation that realizes an integration of components via generation of glue and wrapper code. Furthermore, the glue/wrapper code is instrumented to enable validation of the QoS requirements [32].

This paper describes a unified method of expressing domain models in natural language, translating these into associated logic rules for that domain, application

3 http://www.microsoft.com/net
4 http://www.omg.org
of the logic rules in building MDA PIMs, and maintaining these rules through development of PSMs. The complete mapping takes place using a formal system of rules expressed in TLG. This allows software requirements to be progressed from domain logic to implementation of components. It also provides sufficient automation such that components may be modified at the model level, or even the natural language requirements level, as opposed to the code level. Section 2 describes our previous work with TLG and its use as a specification language. The application of this to MDA is discussed in section 3. Finally, we conclude in section 4.

2. From Natural Language Requirements to Formal Models

To achieve the conversion from requirements documents to formal models requires several levels of conversion, as shown in Figure 1. First, the original requirements written in natural language are refined as a preprocessing of the actual conversion. This refinement task involves checking spellings, grammatical errors, consistent use of vocabularies, and organizing the sentences into the appropriate sections. The requirements are expected to be organized in a well-structured way, e.g. as laid out in [36] or as a collection of use-cases [16], and be part of an ontological domain [21]. Once they are structured in this way via human preprocessing, the remainder of the conversion occurs automatically. If modifications to requirements are needed, these modifications should be made to the requirements already preprocessed, not the original ones. Since we are allowing for specification of components that will be deployed in a distributed environment, Quality-of-Service attributes are also specified [38].

An example requirements specification from [19] is given below. This is a small piece of the Computer Assisted Resuscitation Algorithm (CARA) Infusion Pump Control System [37].

The host is powered up and all software subsystems are available. The pump software system is now in the wait operating state. The patient with IV/pump running is placed onto the host. The pump cable is connected to the host. The host now provides power for the pump.

Next, the refined requirements document is automatically converted into XML format. By using XML to specify the requirements, XML attributes (meta-data) can be added to the requirements to interpret the role of each group of the sentences during the conversion. The information of the domain-specific knowledge is specified in XML. The domain-specific knowledge describes the relationship between components and other constraints that are presumed to exist in requirements documents or too implicit to be extracted directly from the original documents [22]. The XML representation produced for the above specification is:

```xml
<class title = "Mode" meta = "mode">
    <class title = "wait state" meta = "submode">
        <paragraph meta = "pre_cond">
            Host is powered up and all software subsystems are available
        </paragraph>
        <paragraph meta = "pre_exec">
            Patient with IV/pump running is placed onto the host
            Pump cable is connected to the host
        </paragraph>
        <paragraph meta = "exec">
            HOST now provides power for pump
        </paragraph>
    </class>
</class>
```

A knowledge base is built from the requirements document in XML using natural language processing (NLP) to parse the documentation and to store the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics information. Each sentence is read by the system and each sentence is parsed into words. At the syntactical level, the part of speech (e.g. noun, verb, adjective) of each word is determined by bottom-up parsing, whereas the part of sentence (e.g. subject, object, complement) of each word is determined by top-down parsing [17]. The corpora of statistically ordered parts of speech (frequently used ones being listed first) of about 85,000

---

5 XML – eXtensible Markup Language – http://www.w3c.org/xml
words from [34] are used to resolve syntactic ambiguities in this phase. Also, elliptical compound phrases, comparative phrases, compound nouns, and relative phrases are handled in this phase as well. The knowledge base for the above example is shown in Figure 2.

Once the knowledge base is constructed, its content can be queried in NL. Next, the knowledge base is converted, with the domain-specific knowledge, into TLG by removing contextual dependencies in the knowledge base [20]. TLG is used as an intermediate representation to build a bridge between the informal knowledge base and the formal specification language representation. The name “two-level” in TLG comes from the fact that TLG consists of two context-free grammars interacting in a manner such that their combined computing power is equivalent to that of a Turing

Figure 1. Natural Language Requirements Translation into Executable Models

Figure 2: Knowledge Representation
machine. Our work has refined this notion into a set of domain definitions and the set of function definitions operating on those domains. In order to support object-orientation, TLG domain declarations and associated functions may be structured into a class hierarchy supporting multiple inheritance. The TLG specification produced for this example is:

```plaintext
class Mode.
    wait state :
        Host is powered up,
        Pump SoftwareSystem is available,
        Patient with IV Pump running is placed onto Host,
        Pump Cable is connected to Host,
        Host provides Power for Pump.

end class Mode.
```

Host, Pump, SoftwareSystem (an attribute of Pump), Patient, IV Pump (an attribute of Patient), Cable (an attribute of Pump), and Power have all been identified as objects in the analysis. In TLG, object and class names are denoted by being capitalized (and are in fact not distinguished, i.e., an object may be denoted using the corresponding class name, as an implicit declaration). Verbs and other words are included in TLG to make up functions, e.g. "is powered up," "is available," etc.

As a final step in this process, the TLG code is translated into VDM++, an object-oriented extension of the Vienna Development Method [11], by data and function mappings. VDM++ is chosen as the target specification language because VDM++ has many similarities in structure to TLG and also has a good collection of tools for analysis and code generation. Once the VDM++ representation of the specification is acquired, prototyping can be performed on the specification using the VDM++ interpreter to validate the generated formal specification against the original requirements. Also, the formal VDM++ representation can be converted into a high level language such as Java or C++, or into a Rational Rose model in UML\(^6\) [29] using the VDM++ Toolkit [15]. The VDM++ specification created for the above TLG is:

```plaintext
class Mode

instance variables
    private host : Host
    private pump : Pump
    private patient : Patient
    private power : Power

operations
    public waitState : () => ()
        waitState () == (host . poweredUp ());
        pump . softwareSystem (). available ();
        patient . ivPump (). running ();
        patient . placedOnTo (host);
        pump . cable ();
        connectedTo (host);
        host . provides (power, pump);

end class Mode
```

The VDM++ class uses one instance variable to represent each object in the TLG specification. This VDM++ specification may be converted into the UML model shown in Figure 3. Using the XMI format, not only the class framework but also its detailed functionalities can be specified and translated into OCL (Object Constraint Language) [35].

### 3. Integration with Model-Driven Architecture

The method of translating requirements in natural language into UML models and/or executable code (as described in the previous section) may be used to translate domain logic into formal rules. Experts from various application domains may express their specification in natural language and then use UniFrame to translate this into TLG rules via natural language processing. These rules are encapsulated in a TLG class hierarchy defining a knowledge base with the domain ontology, domain feature models (specifying the commonality and variability among the product instances in that domain), feature configuration constraints, feature interdependencies, operational rules, and temporal

---


concerns. TLG specifies the complete feature model including the structural syntax and various kinds of semantic concerns [39]. For example, assume that our application domain is for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s). The business domain will then include a feature model of a UAV, which includes specification of the various attributes and operations a UAV will have, such as responding to external commands and streaming video back to a satellite receiver [23]. In related work [8], we have investigated the construction of Generative Domain Models [10] using the Generic Modeling Environment [14]. This tool may also be extended with a natural language processor as a front end, i.e., by applying natural language processing to the domain model (represented in natural language), which can then extract feature model representation rules and then interpret those rules to generate a graphical feature diagram.

Platform Independent Models (PIM's) in MDA are based upon the domains and associated logic for the given application. TLG allows these relationships to be expressed via inheritance. If a software engineer wants to design a server component to be used in a distributed video streaming application, then he/she should write a natural language requirements specification in the form of a UMM (Unified Meta-component Model) describing the characteristics of that component. Our natural language requirements processing system will use the UMM and domain knowledge base to generate platform independent and platform specific UMM specifications expressed in TLG (which we will refer to as UMM-PI and UMM-PS, respectively). UMM-PI describes the bulk of the information needed to progress to component implementation. UMM-PS merely indicates the technology of choice (e.g. CORBA). These effectively customize the component model by inheriting from the TLG classes representing the domain with new functionality added as desired. In addition to new functionality, we also impose end-to-end Quality-of-Service expectations for our components (e.g., a specification of the minimum frame-rate in a distributed video streaming application). Both the added functionality and QoS requirements are expressed in TLG so there is a unified notation for expressing all the needed information about components. The translation tool described in the previous section may be used to translate UMM-PI into a PIM represented by a combination of UML and TLG. Note that TLG is needed as an augmentation of UML to define domain logic and other rules that may not be convenient to express in UML directly.

A Platform Specific Model (PSM) is an integration of the PIM with technology domain-specific operations (e.g. in CORBA, J2EE, or .NET). These technology domain classes also are expressed in TLG. Each domain contains rules that are specific to that technology, including how to construct glue/wrapper code for components implemented with that technology. Architectural considerations are also specified, such as how to distinguish client code from server code. We express PSMs in TLG as an inheritance from PIM TLG classes and technology domain TLG classes. This means that PSMs will then contain not only the application-domain-specific rules, but also the technology-domain-specific rules. The PSM will also maintain the QoS characteristics.
expressed at the PIM level (a related paper [6] explores the rules for this maintenance in more detail and [7] explores this issue for the QoS aspect of access control in particular). Because the model is expressed in TLG, it is executable in the sense that it may be translated into executable code in a high-level language (e.g. Java). Furthermore, it supports changes at the model level, or even requirements level if the model is not refined following its derivation from the requirements, because the code generation itself is automated.

Figure 4 shows the overall view of the model-driven development from natural language requirements into executable code for the previously described distributed video streaming application.

4. Related Work and Discussion

The idea of using natural language as the basis for developing software dates back at least 20 years. Abbott [1] pointed out that nouns correspond to the

![Figure 4. Integration of Two-Level Grammar with Model Driven Architecture](image-url)
notion of a class in object-oriented programming terminology, direct references correspond to objects, while verb and attributes correspond to class operations, and the control flow within those operations is also often present in the action description. Rolland and Proix [33] developed an automated tool called OICSI, which facilitated the elicitation of requirements from natural language text and accompanying domain knowledge. Luisa Mich and her colleagues ([24], [25], [26]) have used a natural language processing system called NL-OOPS to analyze natural language requirements for the purpose of determining objects and their inter-relationships and construction of a corresponding object-oriented model. Nanduri and Rugaber [27] implemented a similar system for the purpose of validating an object-oriented model against the natural language requirements from which it was derived. Ambriola and Gervasi [2] extended this idea to incorporate modeling and model checking to achieve a more formal validation (the authors use the term “semi-formal” to describe the validation approach, which eventually evolved into “lightweight formal methods” [13]). LIDA (Linguistic Assistant for Domain Analysis) [28] appears to be the most comprehensive system to date for assisting a software engineer to construct an object-oriented model from natural language descriptions, the emphasis being on domain models. Daniel Berry and his colleagues (e.g., see [3]) have also worked with the problem of analyzing natural language specifications and have identified a number of difficult problems in correctly implementing requirements based upon natural language.

Our work has focused on conversion of natural language to formal specifications in VDM++, which in turn may be converted into UML models or executable code. This paper has described an approach for unifying the ideas of expressing requirements in natural language, constructing Platform Independent Models for software components, and implementing the components via Platform Specific Models. The approach is specifically targeted at the construction of heterogeneous distributed software systems where interoperability is critical. This interoperability is achieved by the formalization of technology domains with rules describing how those technologies may be integrated together via the generation of glue and wrapper code. The processing of software requirements, construction of PIMs and PSMs, and specification of technology domain rules are all expressed in TLG, thereby achieving a unification of natural language requirements with MDA.

For future work, we will investigate aspect-oriented technology [18] as a mechanism for specifying crosscutting relationships across components and hence improving reusability of components and reasoning about a collection of components. Such aspects of components as functional pre/post conditions and QoS properties crosscut component modules and specification of these aspects spread across component modules. Preliminary work in defining an aspect-oriented specification language is very promising [9].
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